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Tacit Assumptions
1. Objects possess “intrinsic” (or essential) properties.
2. Objects live in a vacuum.

On both cases, relations are neglected!



The many types of relations
● Similarity relations between objects.
● Similarity relations between categories.
● Contextual relations.
● ...

Domains: NLP, Computer Vision, Computational Biology, 
Medical Image Analysis, Social Network Analysis, etc.



Context helps



But it can also deceive





Why game theory?
1. Because it works.
2. Because it allows to deal with context-aware problems, 

non-Euclidean, non-metric, high-order and whatever you 
like (dis)similarities.

3. Because it allows us to go beyond convex optimizations 
(and many problems are non-convex).

4. Because it has finally met traditional machine learning 
and deep learning (GANs).

























Relaxation labelling - going into details

Labels are subject to contextual 
constraints, expressed as an n by n 
block matrix.

Each entry in the matrix represents the 
compatibility between: 



Relaxation labelling - the update rules

P is updated (as before):

Q is updated: 



Problems
1. Infeasible (matrix R is huge O((#objects * #labels)^2) in 

space. Imagine using ReLab in image classification on 
ImageNet, the matrix R has roughly 2e+18 entries.

2. The training set is needed to be used during inference 
time. K-NN in steroids?

A solution is required!



What if we use a Context window?
Context window:

Cost function (LS):

Cost function (CE):

It’s all convex optimization now, yipes ...

On a non-convex surface … So what, ANN have been doing it always.

              



The Algorithm (Math, math, math)
              



Compute the derivatives - Chain rule in steroids



Compute the derivatives - Scary stuff



It can be worse
You can actually think of more than one types of similarity (in images: up, 
down, right, left), (in NLP: previous word, previous 2 words, …).

Derivatives become a bit more messy.



Wait, Wait, You’re selling me RNN for something else
1) In reality, it is quite similar to RNNs (with no hidden layers).
2) However, gradients are computed forward, not backward.
3) It has a Lyapunov function (it should decrease, if the implementation is 

correct).
4) It has better theoretical guarantees than Hopfield networks (what’s 

that)?
5) Vanishing/Exploding gradient? Perhaps.



The Boring part is over!
Let’s do some experiments



1994, Part of Speech disambiguation



Fast forward, 2.something decades later





















My goal is to combine relab with 
deep learning (starting from 

r-cnn)



Step 1 - Train a faster R-Cnn
Web has code that can do it.



Step 1 - Train a faster R-Cnn
There is a lot of room for improvement on an R-CNN (VOC Pascal MAP is 
circa 0.7, MS-COCO MAP is circa 0.4).



Step 2 - Train Relab
We have code about it (needs to be GPU-ized):



Step 3 - Combine
1. For each image, get the soft labels (vector of probabilities) and assign 

it to p.

2. Update p, using the compatibilities we learned in step (2).

3. Profit?
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Thank You!

          QUESTIONS???


